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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROCEDURE FOR IMPROVING
DECISIONS ABOUT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREAS

John R. Ilurnard

Abstract: In order to approach an acceptable solution to
the problem of defining attendance areas in n school district,
decision makers need a systematic method of subdividing the
district into manipulable components, reliable information
regarding the location of children in the district, and a
clear understanding of the constraints under which a decision
is to he made and the objectives which are being sought. An
interactive computer program is a desirable means of speeding
progress toward a feasible solution by permitting many alter-
natives to he examined easily. The erticle discusses the
development of a data base, an interactive program, and a
school district model based on U. S. Census blocks. It also
comments on the application of the procedure to the analysis
of the problem of adjusting attendance area boundaries in a
particular school district.

An Overview

The problem that initiated the development of the procedure described

in this paper was the need to reorganize school attendance boundaries in a

school district that found itself with a confused set of imprecisely defined

and often overlapping attendance areas for its schools.
1

The problem was

just one element in the development of a 20-year master plan for the dis-

trict. Both the attendance area problem and the master plan itself were

approached with the aim of developing decision-making procedures rather than

giving final answers to problems.

1Most of the work leading to the establishment of the data base for
the procedure described in this article was carried out by Robert E. Keith
(Bureau of Governmental Research and Service, University of Oregon), who
also provided the insight into the relevance of U. S. Census procedures and
data to the examination of school attendance areas.

3
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one annroach to the attendance area problem would have been to obtain

a series of pin-map list-ibutions of students by grades and to have vlsun:ly

adjusted boundaries until they produced enrollments corresponding to clic!

capacities of the schools. Apart from being timeconsuming to set ua, :;uch

an anpronch would not have produced a procedure 'apable of rapid comparison

of alternatives.

It was decided to develop a model of the district in a way that would

nermit the use of a computer program to facilitate the making of decisions

about attendance boundaries. Specifically, rapidity of calculation would

permit complete attendance area comparisons to he made for a sequence of

constraints because it was found that school officials could not initially

specify all the constraints they wished to impose. Thus the first series

of iterations used only the initial constraint that enrollments should not

exceed the assumed capacity of schools. Using separate applications of

the procedure for elementary, junior high, and senior high schools, it was

found to be theoretically possible to define attendance areas that matched

enrollments in the various schools with their capacities so that the over-

loading that was occurring in some schools was eliminated. It was found,

in fac:, that there were several feasible solutions that observed the ca-

pacity constraint. Thus it was possible to impose further constraints.

The first was the objective of feeding each elementary school uniauely into

a junior high school. Previously, sixth grade students from an elementary

school in the district could in some cases go on to as many as three dif-

ferent junior high schools. One of the objectives of the district administra-

tion was to develop come form of regional administration for K-12 education

in the district, with elementary schools feeding uniquely into junior high



schools which in turn fed uniquely into senior high schools. Although

senior high school capacity limitations prevented the achievement of tIlis

goal in its entirety, Lae procedure developed for the study did permit

considerable rationalization of attendance areas.

Ar important consideration in the development of this procedure was

that it should be a decision-making tool for district administrators. It

was to have clearly defined assumption*, and was to be flexible enough to

encourage administrators to experiment with a variety of alternatives, and

to assess the value of each. It was not designed as a one-shot procedure

for ameliorating a unique problem but as a continuing decision-making tool.
2

The study team found that some of the parents of the school district

assumed that the team had been making value judgments concerning the objec-

tives of the attendance area rationalization process. It became very dif-

ficult to differentiate between the identification of the value components

of a decision and the quantification of the values. Patrons found it dif-

ficult to separate the role of the planner from the role of the decision

maker; they could not grasp the idea that the synthesis of competing ob-

jectives was to be carried out by their elected representatives. The study

team felt that the school board had to resolve the conflict between the

competing demands of, say, the taxpayer for minimal school construction and

2
In a more complete version of the procedure, the third element of the

decision-making process--the objectives and preferences--might he fully
quantified and expressed as constraint equations so that they could he used
with the other two elements--the model of the district and the data on stu-
dent distribution within the district--to generate a solution using a math-
ematical programming approach. As implemented in the present study, the
procedure stopped short of trying to quantify the preferences and include
them mathematically in the decision. However, school district administrators
did make some informal estimates of local preference.



70rents for the right to send their children to the nearest selool.

lanner may suggest how the assessing of nubile opinion can he carried cut

nrd incorporated into the decision model, but it is not his task to assign

values arbitrarily. The advantage of laying out the components of a deci-

sion clearly is that the decision maker can show how he achieved a solution

that was optimal in terms of his perception of the competing preferences

of different sub-constituencies.

An Attendance Area Model of a School District

There are two components of a school's attendance area--its geographi-

cal extent and the number of children within the area. The smallest cen-

ceivable unit available for manipulation would be the individual dwelling.

:t would be theoretically possible to obtain and store in a file the loca-

tion of each dwelling unit and the ages of the children in it. But of

course such a procedure would be tedious and would ignore the reality that

attendance areas are more usually made up of aggregations of dwellings- -

such as city blocks. A second approach, then, would be to conduct a census

by city blocks and to summarize the school-age population within each block.

Each block would then be assigned to one school of each level (elementary,

junior high, and senior high) and the expected enrollment for a given ele-

mentary school, for example, could be obtained by adding together the num-

ber of children of elementary school age in each of the blocks assigned to

that school. Such a procedure would not differentiate between public and

non-public school students unless the census enumeration had noted a child's

school affiliation. It would also be based on the assumption that age is

an adequate indicator of grade level.



Several nroblems are associated .pith the use of city blocks as compo-

nents of an attendance area. In many parts of a city, groups of blocks

seem to hang toeether as clearly defined larger units, and in outlying, narts

of n city the term block loses its meaning. Moreover, in the immediate

vicinity of a school there is little probability that an area will neee to

he transferred to another school's attendance area, so that around' a school

there may be a relatively large area that is not subject to transfer. There

would he little poi in subdividing such an area.

:\1l this argues for considerable flexibility in defining the geograph-

ical units of which attendance areas are to be composed.

A ready-made basis for dividing a school district into clearly defined

areas is provided by the U. S. Bureau of the Census. Without attempting a

detailed explanation of Census procedures, it could he stated that an urban

area may be considered to be divided into blocks, clusters of blocks called

block groups, and tracts. The school district for which this procedure was

developed was made up of all or part of more than a dozen tracts with a to-

tal of over 500 blocks. Most of the tracts contained about three block

groups.

The first step in developing a model of the school district was to

determine the guidelines to be used in deriving from the U. S. Census

blocks somewhat larger geographic units that would lend themselves to manip-

ulation in experimenting with attendance area alternatives. The following

guidelines were used:

1. A unit should be a member of only one tract. An obvious reason

for imposing this condition was that some census data are available only

by tract. If such information is to be applied to smaller units--on an
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assumption of equal distribution within a tract--the smaller units need to

below; uniquely to one tract.

2. A unit should be made up of an integral number of Census blocks.

It vas realized that some difficulties might be caused by the U. S. Census

requirement that a census block must be hounded by recognizable physical

features -- usually streets. In the district under consideration, the street

pattern is so erratic that some of the census blocks are relatively axten-

sive. But as an initial condition, this requirement was observed. It did

become necessary, later in the project, to subdivide ore census block ar-

bitrarily. If a district is able to identify the location of students

within an extensive block, it should not hesitate to subdivide it as much

as necessary.
3

3. A unit should conform as far as possible to obvious dividing lines

between sub-areas, such as major streets and railroad lines.

4. In areas that are midway between adjacent schools, where small

adjustments to attendance boundaries may be needed, the units should be

relatively small to allow minor changes to be examined.

5. As far as possible, units should be chosen so as to permit easy

representation of current attendance areas.

With these criteria in mind, the whole area was divided into 73 aggre-

gations of U. S. Census blocks, to be referred co as attendance "units."

An initial state was established in which each attendance "unit" was assigned

to one elementary, one junior high, and one senior high school.

3
Some blocks were split by school district boundaries. However, school

census and school enrollment data observed the boundaries.
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These 73 units constituted the model of the school district. The 17

elementary, 5 junior high, and 3 senior high school attendance arcs were

seen as combinations of these units. The next step was to find the dis-

tribution by age or grade of the school population within each attendance

"unit."

Thr Data Sources

There are essentially two sources of information regarding the distri-

bution of children within a school district: the school itself or an out-

side agency. Data from the two sources are likely to be collected on dif-

ferent bases.

U. S. Census data. For census data the organizational unit is the

census block and the basis of categorization is age at the date of the census.

Since it is the "school-age" population that is under consideration, there

is no indication of what school, public or non-public, a child attends and

no indication of his grade level." Census data are reported with detail

inversely proportional to the size of the census unit. For example, at

the block level the age distribution of the population is reported by a

number of age groups and single ages (0-4, 5, 6-9, 10-13, 14, 15-17, and

18-19) whereas ai, L:te tract level the age distribution is reported by

single years. The user of the data has to decide whether he wishes to

emphasize geographical detail or age detail.

School district data. School district data fall into two categories--

data concerning the entire school-age population within the district

4
These data are collected but are not published by cross-classifications.
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(referred to as a "school-age census") and da:.:a concerning only thooe chil-

dren actually enrolled in public schools. The information it; likely to be

collected by street address, possibly wit:; both age and grade specified.

Clearly, enrollment data provide the most accurate information about the

listribution of children currently attending public schools, but if any

attempt is to he made to anticipate enrollment in the immediate future,

data are required concerning the distribution of pre-school children. It

may be necessary, therefore, to combine data sources.

Comparison of data sources. The principal differences between the

data sources are that published Census information is associated with

block while school data are associated with an address, and that Census

block data are based on age while school data may be based on age or grade

or both.

In the district under consideration, three data sources were available:

(1) 011 April, 1970 U. S. Census data; (2) data from a district-wide enu-

meration of the school-age population (ages 4-19) carried out in October,

1970; and (3) current enrollment data for grades 1-8 as at February, 1972.

The third source did not become available until late in the study.

Develooment of a Data Base

From the two data sources available at the beginning of the study a

single data file was deNzloped. A comparison of the U. S. Census data and

the data from the school district's own census of zchoel-age children six

months later showed that there was a high correspondence as far as age

totals for the whole district were concerned. For the 12 age categories

(6-17), the average error was less than 3 percent. However, there was
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some fluctuation within aome of the tracts. The comparison also showed that

there had been a severe under-enumeration of 4- and 5-year olds in the school

census. It was therefore decided to merge the two data sources, taking the

school census figures for children aged 6-17 and the U. S. Census figures for

the younger children. The school census figures were preferred for the older

age groups because the figures were six months more recent and ages were avail-

able by one year increments. In the U. S. Census the geographically most pre-

cise data--at the block level--were available only by age groups. It was in-

evitable that some source ocher than school census data would be needed to

obtain an estimate of the pre-school population since the school census covered

children of ages 4-19 only.

In order to merge the two sources--and, indeed, in order to perform the

comparisons just discussed--the school census data had to be converted from

their address base to a U. S. Census block base .5

Address-matching procedure. The U. S. Bureau of the Census, for the first

time with the 1970 census, has prepared a street index and a computer program

for assigning each address to its appropriate census block. For example, the

address of 2240 Elm might be assigned to block 110 of tract 208 because all even

numbered addresses on Elm from 2100 to 2300 are defined as belonging to that

block. Records containing addresses and data may be matched with an index file

to cra-te a data file containing all the information in the original record plus

5
One of the advantages of using a data base developed from Census tract

data (or from data shown to be comparable) is that long term population forecasts
can utilize forecasts by local planning agencies, which are made by census tracts.
This is of particular importance for a school district that may have to decide on

could remain stable for a decade, but within the district there might be a con-
siderable shift of population. The no-growth prognosis for the district as a

the location of new schools. Conceivably, a district's overall school population

'hole might be misleading because, in actual fact, growth in one part of the
district could necessitate the building of additional schools in that area.
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that record'F block assignment. Individual records may then be counted to

produce block summaries for the levels of any variable in the record. For

example, the distribution of children by age in block 208 110 could be obtained

by countiag the number of children of each age whose address placed them in

block 208 110. Addresses based on rural routes or box numbers are not amenable

to processing using the address-matching procedure. They have to be hand

assigned or provision has to be made to automatically assign them to an arbi-

trary block.

Assumption regarding children aged 0-4. The data base was obtained by

merging age summaries for children aged 0-4 and children aged 5 from the U. S

Census block information with the age summaries by single year increments for

the older children from the school census information. Since the school data

had been converted to a block basis from an address basis, the whole data set

was based on the school-age population's distribution by U. S. Census block.

It should be noted that some precision was lost in using U. S. Census

block data for ages 0-4. Since these figures were available only as a single

category, some assumption had to be made about the distribution of the popula-

tion through this five year range. For the total district, the assumption that

2. percent of the group would be in each category could easily be made.
6

But

there was some variation in individual tracts. Since tract data were available

by single year increments, there were two alternatives available. It could be

assumed that the age distribution of children within a b1( 'k was proportional

to the distribution within the tract of which the block was a member; or it

6
For the district as a whole, the distribution of children under 5 was

as follJws: Less than 1, 20.18 percent; 1 year old, 20.03 percent; 2 years old,
20.10 percent; 3 years old, 19.76 percent; and 4 years old 19.93 percent.
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could be assumed that the district wide distributionapproximately 20 percent

for each year within the range--could be applied to the individual block. The

second assumption was adopted. One reason for preferring to use the less pre-

cisely defined block data rather than the tract data was that the school dis-

trict was not made up of an integral number of census tracts. A few tracts

fell only partly within the boundaries of the district. Use of tract data would

have required some knowledge of the proportion of the tract population living

in the blocks that fell within the school district.

To this point, then, two sets of data have been described. One set con-

sists of the definition of 73 attendance "units" to include all the U. S. Census

blocks in the school district. The second data set summarizes the population

(ages 0-17) in each block. Perhaps it would be desirable to point out what the

second data set does not contain. It does not distinguish between children who are

in public school, non-public school, or not in school--it is exclusively a

summary of the distribution of children under 18 years old in the district.
7

The data set does not contain any indication of grade affiliation. Con-

sequently, it has to be assumed that enrollment by grades can be approximated

by defining each grade as an age category. For example, 7-year old children are

defined to be second graders. This assumption is examined later when enrollment

and census data are compared.

7
Comparison of actual enrollme%.. figures with school -age population data

gives an indication, in district-wide terms, of the percentage of school-age
children attending public school. While the percentage varies with different
age groups and for different reasons--such as the existence of a parochial
school in the case of the younger children or a high drop-out rate in the case
of the older students--the use of school-age figures seems to be justified as
they give an over-estimate of current enrollment and consequently give some
hedge against random fluctuation. The assumption that the percentage of school-
age children iattending public school is the same throughout the district may not
be tenable if a non-public school has strong support in one area.

12
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For a district with a flexible approach to grouping children for instruc-

tion, there would probably be little value in using grade as the basis of

classification.

Current Enrollment Data

In addition to the two data sources already discussed, current enrollment

data were supplied by the'school district later in the study. These data were

based on February, 1972 figures and were thus almost two years more recent than

the U. S. Census data. The figures were for students in public school from the

first through the eighth grade, with individuals classified by grade and age.

These records were processed through the address-matching program and

summarized by U. S. Census blocks. A series of comparisons was made to see how

well the age-grade assumption stood up to scrutiny and to see whether there had

been any shift in the copulation during the period. On a district-wide basis

the use of age as an indication of glade proved to be acceptable although there

were of course variations from tract to tract.
8

kfull discussion of the comparisons is not appropriate at this point,

since ,.he purpose of this paper is to describe the general procedures used in

the study rather than to examine the implications associated with the use of

different data sources.

8
The total number of children in a particular grade could be predicted

from the age totals for the district as a whole because there were approximately
the same number of child-:an in each of the grades and the distribution of chil-
dren byage within a grade tended to follow a definite pattern. For example,
the ratio of 6-year olds to 7-year olds to 8-year olds in the first grade was
55:40:5. For the second through the sixth grade, the ratios for the equivalent
three ages were 60:36:4, 59:37:4, 61:36:2, 58:38:3, and 63:34:3 respectively.
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Before proceeding to an examination of the manipulation of data, a short

summary might be in order. The school district for which the procedure was

developed serves between .thirteen and fourteen thousand students in 17 elemen-

tary, 5 junior high, and 3 senior high schools. The capacities of the elemen-

tary schools ranged from about 275 to 575 students, the junior highs from about

400 to 875 students, and the senior highs from about 1350 to 1650. The year

before the study was commissioned, the district had been formed through the

unification of 1 high school and'4 elementary school districts. In the currant

school year there was overcrowding at 3 elementary schools and 1 senior high

school, with one junior high school operating at about 400 students below

capacity. Historical and topographical considerations had combined to produce

an inefficient distribution of school buildings throughout the newly consolidated

district. The rationalization of attendance areas, primarily to equalize a

school's enrollment and its capacity, was the main purpose of that aspect of

the study with which this paper is concerned.

Manipulation of Data

The intention of the study team was to develop a decision-making procedure

for the administration rather than to make specific recommendations regarding

possible solutions. The decision mechanism was to be an interactive computer

program that would work with the model of the district and the data base and

would quickly generate summaries of the enrollment for each school according

to different attendance area alternatives. The decision to use an interactive

or real time system was prompted by the wish to be able to work quickly toward

a feasible solution by means of a series of trials. A batch processing approach

would have been appropriate if only one or two runs were contemplated or, more

significantly, if all the constraints could have been clearly explicated
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initially. It was assumed that new constraints would emerge as unanticipated

consequences of certain attendance area alternatives became apparent. The

program was designed to be kept available on-line so that a decision maker

could quickly check the result of a boundary modification.

Apart from the data base, the interactive program needs a set of initial

conditions and definitions. Each attendance "unit" has to be assigned to one

elementary, one junior high, and one senior high school, and the schools have

to be identified by a sequence number within each type--elementary, junior

high, and senior high. A set of parameters--the age definitions of the schools- -

has to be established. For example, the elementary schools might initially

be defined as ages 6-11 (i.e., grades 1-6), junior high schools as ages 12-13,

and senior high schools as ages 14-17. Later it might be desirable to rede-

fine elementary schools as kindergarten through fifth grade, or ages 5 through

10. Other possibilities associated with the program's capability of redefining

schools by age will be discussed later.

Before the data base can be used in the program, it has to go through

two pr^,tessing stages. First, the census blocks have to be combined into

attendance "units," as previously defined. An index file stores the definition

of each attendance unit, with its identifying number, by specifying which cen-

sus blocks are contained in that unit. At the same time, each school has to

be given an initial set of attendance "units." The procedure combining the

census blocks into attendance units adds together the student population

figures from each of the blocks, giving a distribution by single years for each

of the attendance "units."
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The index file for census blocks is organized thus:

Attendance
"unit" U. S. Census Blocks

20801 208101 208102 208110 20L111 208112 208201 208202
208203 208301 208303

20802 208103 208104 208105 208106 208113 208114 208115
208204 208205 208206 208302 208304

That file is used to control the summing of data from each block into

a data file for each "unit." The unit data file is organized thus:

Attendance
"unit" Distribution of population by age

0 1 8 9 10 17

20801 10 10 . . 9 12 14 . 11

20802 12 12 . . 15 15 12 . 18

The second processing stage involves linking the units together in terms

of school attendance areas as initially defined. For each school in turn,

a linked list is created in the "unit" file by linking, by means of pointers,

all the units associated with that school's attendance area. The product of

this process is an extended version of the unit data file called the control

matrix.

The control matrix has four sets of information for each "unit."

1. The identification number of the unit (for example, 20801 or 20802);

2. The distribution of the population in that unit by years (ages 0-17);
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3. The current association of the unit with one school of each type.

For example, 2, 4, 1 would indicate that the unit is currently

associated with the attendance areas of elementary school 1 #2, junior

high school #4, and senior high school 111.

4. Three pointers, one to each of the next units in the three linked

lists for schools of each type. Continuing the example given above,

the final three elements in the record might be 36, 20, O. This

would indicate that the next unit associated with elementary school

#2 is the unit found in the 36th record of the file; the next unit

for junior high school #4 is to be found in the 20th record; and the

present unit is the last unit in the list of units associated with

senior high school #1.

This control matrix is kept on a random access file. A short sequential

file contains the names of thnschools and the current value of certain para-

meters, notably the present age definition of each school type and the set of

pointers to the first element in each linked list.

The Interactive Program

The program for manipulating the data was written in FORTRAN for the

PDP-10 computer at the University of Oregon. The program was designed to be

self-explanatory; that is to say, the user is given complete instructions

regarding the use of the program and its options as the program is executed.

In general terms, the program first reads current values of the parameters from

the sequential file; then it lists the options available, interacts with the

user as he selects the options he needs, as often as he wishes, and makes

necessary changes to the control matrix on the random access file as the user

moves attendance units from one school to another. When the user has finished,

16
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the program writes the current parameter values on the sequential file.

Specifically, the program enables the user to do the following:

1. List the current set of units losociated with one school or with

all schools of one type.

2. List the school names and their identification numbers.

3. Change the age definition of schools. By typing in the range of

ages associated with each school type, the user modifies the age

parameters.

4. Print a suAmary of the control matrix. Since this is a long file,

a formated version is placed in a file ready to be directed to the

line printer rather than to the teletype. After finishing his in-

teraction with the program, the user follows the usual procedure to

queue this file to the line printer.

5. Search for the current association of a particular unit with the

three types of schools. The user gives the number of the unit of

whose current school affiliations he is uncertain. The program

searches the control matrix for the unit and prints out the identi-

fication numbers of the elementary, junior high, and senior high

schools with which it is affiliated.

6. Print out an enrollment summary for a given school or for all schools

of a given type. If the user is interested in the enrollment for the

next five years in elementary school #3 with its attendance area as

currently defined, and if elementary schools are currently defined

as containing children of ages 6-11, the program will go to the

record containing the unit indicated by the pointer for elementary

school #3. Since elementary schools, in the 1972-73 school year,
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contain children who were between four and nine years old when the

data were collected in 1970, the program will find the number of

children aged 4-9 in this attendance unit. To obtain the enrollment

for 1973-74, the program will sum the children whose ages were be-

tween 3 and 8 in the year the base data were collected, and so on for

each year through 1976-77. Then the program moves to the record con-

taining the next unit in the linked list of units for this school's

attendance area. The api.Lopriate age classifications are accumulated

and added to the totals already obtained in the previous record, and

so on until the last record in that school's linked list has been

processed. The complete enrollment summary is then printed out. If

enrollments are required for all schools of a certain type, the

program loops through the procedure once for each school. The user

would not expect to place much reliability on the enrollment estimates

for the later years in the five year period, but the figures do give

an indication of the influence of age-cohort variation on the school's

enrollment if the effect of migration is omitted.

7. Transfer a unit from one attendance area to another. This is perhaps

the most important.and most frequently used feature of the program.

The user specifies the unit he- wishes to transfer, the type of school

involved, and the identification numbers of the schools from and to

which he wishes to transfer the unit. By adjusting pointers the pro-

gram simply modifies the appropriate linked lists and changes the

parameters that specify the number of units associated with the two

schools involved. It should be noted that the transfer is performed

for only one type of school at a time. The user is not committed

to making an adjustment to, say, junior high school attendance boun-

daries, just because he adjusts elementary school boundaries.
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B. The final option is to quit. As has already been pointed out, this

causes a sequential file to be written containing current values

of the parameters so that the user can take up again at the same

point.

If the user wishes to examine several widely differing sets of attendance

boundaries, he might wish to retain several control and parameter files, re-

naming them appropriately so that the relevant onesare read by the manipula-

tive program.

One of the useful features of the program not fully discussed already is

the age-change provision. If it is desirable to isolate a particular grade

(or age group) for examination-say kindergarten--the user simply redefines

elementary schools temporarily to contain children from age 5 to age 5. Simi-

larly, the size of the freshman class at each high school could be examined

by redefining high schools to include students from age 14 to age 14. Or the

distribution of high school freshmen could be examined by redefining elementary

schools to include students from age 14 to age 14.

Additional Benefits Associated with the Model.

Organizing data about a school district in terms of U. S. Census blocks

or some other clearly defined sma31 units means that the user can take advantage

of computer-related plotting procedures.

If geographical coordinates are assigned to the centroid of each block,

it is possible to plot the distribution of a particular sub-set of the popula-

tion. For example, in the study under discussion, the school district was

supplied with a summary of its present school population by grades. A series

of plots, printed by the CALCOMP plotter on semi-transparent paper, gave the

distribution of children at each grade level by census blocks. Superimposing

the plot on a standard U. S. Census map gives a visual representation of the

19
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distribution of the children. At the centroid of each block a number is

printed, indicating the number of enrolled students of a particular grade

in that block.

The existence of a data file with block assignments for each student

means that once new attendance areas have been defined in terms of blocks, a

listing of students by grades can be immediately printed out for each of the

schools by the new attendance areas. Thus, not only can the total enrollment

be easily calculated for any hypothetical attendance area, but the actual

listing of students in that area can readily be obtained.

It should be noted that the production of such a listing would only be

appropriate when enrollment data were being used. While the assumption of

age-grade equivalence gives an adequate picture of the grade distribution of

children in the district as a whole, it almost certainly does not give suf-

ficient accuracy by smaller units of analysis to warrant its use for any

purpose requiring precise prediction. While total enrollment in a school

might be closely approximated by using the age-grade equivalence assumption,

the prediction of enrollment in individual grades within a school would be

at best a precarious undertaking using age-based data. The most powerful

use of the procedure described in this article would be with enrollment data

based on grades, with the addition of carefully collected data on pre-school

children. Such additional data should be based on the age of the child at

the district's official cut-off birth date for entry to the first grade.

The procedure is very flexible. In the first place, the data in the

control file could be modified, when enrollment projections are being pro-

duced, by the introduction of some net migration assumptions for the district

as a whole or for individual tracts within the district. Moreover, although

U. S. Census data and the U. S. Census model of the district form an obvious
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starting point, there is no reason why modifications should not be intro-

duced. For example, the model might be improved, especially if the dis-

trict is not completely urbanized, by arbitrarily defining smaller blocks

or units wherever the U. S. Census blocks are excessively large or wherever

the school district includes enumeration districts.
9

A district might choose

not to use U. S. CensuL blocks at all. The district could be broken down

arbitrarily into appropriately defined and numbered units, and student

records could include the unit identification number as well as the address.

Such an approach to record keeping would enable the address-matching pro-

cedure to be by-passed.

U. S. Census block designations will tend to change from census to census,

so that although the use of census data and blocks may be useful shortly

after a census year, the census model loses viability with time. What is

needed, then, is a procedure that is inspired by, but not dependent on,

t4le Census model. Retaining compatibility with the Census procedures as

far as possible would permit comparisons to be carried out, as soon as data

from a new census became available, between school age population and school

enrollment figures.

Careful annual updating of enrollment and improvement of the model of

the school district as new housing areas are opened up, together with the

availability of an interactive program to manipulate the data, would permit

9Census enumeration districts are the equivalent of block groups in non-

urban areas. Since they are not further subdivided, they tend to be quite
extensive. Consequently, there is a severe loss of information about the
geographical distribution of population within an enumeration district if
all individuals are visualized as residing at the centroid of the enumeration

district.
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a district to monitor year to year population shifts and to continually

examiLl the implications of possible attendance boundary changes. Thus tho

procedure has potential as a continuing planning tool as well as offering,

a method of solving immediate problems.

If data concerning socio-economic or racial characteristics of the pop-

ulation were used as well as or in place of the age/grada data, the same

procedure could be used to examine alternatives aimed at achieving a certain

mix of students in each school.

The remaining pages of this paper contain sample output of the computer

program. The output was selected merely to illustrate the options available

in using the program, not to illustrate the solution of a particular problem.
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TYPE IN AN OPTION NUMBER.
4

ID SCHOOL TYPE WITHIN ID NO. OF MOCKS POINTER

I SCHOOL c 1 1 P 3
P 5ct-Tnol, fl I P 3 7C
3 SI7POnt., I 3 5 50
4 5THOOL I 4 6 33
5 SCHOOL F. I 5 6 66
6 SC:i0OL F I 6 3 73
7 5C:i0OL G I 7 7 38
8 SCHOOL H 1 8 5 47
9 SCHOOL I 1 9 3 ':3

10 SCHOOL J 1 10 5 32
11 SCHOOL I< 1 11 3 26
IP SCHOOL L 1 i2 LI 31
13 SCHOOL M 1 13 2 52
14 SCHOOL N 1 14 2 65
15 SCHOOL 0 1 15 4 56
16 SCHOOL P 1 16 7 69
17 SCHOOL 0 1 17 6 51
18 SCHOOL R 2 1 6 56
19 SCHOOL S 2 2 27 73.
PO SCHOOL T 2 3 13 66
21 SCHOOL U 2 4 7 32
22 SCHOOL V 2 5 20 47
23 SCHOOL W .3 1 23 50
24 SCHOOL X 3 2 31 17
25 SCHOOL Y 3 3 19 60

TYPE IN AN OPTION NUMBER.
9

THE SUMMARY MAY BE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL OR TOR
ALL SCHOOLS OF A GIVEN TYPE. TYPE IN 1 FOR
A SUMMARY OF AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL, 2 FOR A GROUP SUMMARY.
1

GIVE SCHOOL TYPE AND NUMBER WITHIN TYPE; FOR EXAMPLE, 2,4
3,3

IF A CORRECTION FACTOR LS DESIRED
- -TO ADJUST ALL ENROLLMENTS- -
TYPE IT IN; FOR EKAMPLE2.1.04 OR 0.955.
IF NO CORRECTION IS REQUIRED, TYPE 1.0
1.0



1",".: F. IV!
: CMj1..!.; h ti i0 17; COi i E 07 I 0,\3

71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77

155!,' 1561 1561 158b 15rb

NO.

f.,! OPTION N7E,:1--iE.

FO YOU DO A SUMXPFY OF PLL SCHOOLS OF TYPE 3,
0}, ONLY OE ONE SCHOOL? TYPE 99 FOP PLL SCHOOLS
O TYPE 1, 2, . . . ETC. TO IDENTIFY ',HE
SELECTED SC,-fOOL WITHIN THIS TYPE.
99

SCHOOL: SCHOOL W
FLOCKS: 21624 21623 22150 22180 21617 21616 21615
21612! 21613 2161 2 21532 21531 22110 22162 22170 22232
22231 22222 22213 22212 22161 21540 21520

SO,-:00L: SCHOOL X
C : 21113 21130 21120 21611 2102.6 21007 21008

21622 21625 22211 22221 21621 21560 2'550 21512 21511
21115 21114 21112 21111 21005 21004 21003 21002 21101
20924 20903 20902 20901 20802 20001.

SCHOOL: SCHOOL Y.
PLOCXS: 22130 22140 22120 22020 21832 21831 21820
21810 21700 21443 21442 21441 21430' 21420 21410 21302
21301 21202 21201



IN i'.'. OVTION NUMHE.
In

THE PLUCK NUMPER?
P15/!("

PLOC%:, IS IN SCHOOL 7 OF TYP. 1

Y;LOC1,. `,1.:1!32W IS IN SCHOOL P OF TYPF

4,0CN 2154C IS IN SCHOOL 1 OF TYPE 3

TYPE IN N OPTION NUMPEY;.

TYPE IN TPPNSFEP INFORVATION IN THIS FOPM:

BLOC TYPE OF SCHOOL, SCHOOL WITHIN THIS TYPE FROM WHICH
TPANSFEP IS BEING MADE, SCHOOL WITHIN THIS TYPE TO UHICH

TPANSFI.,R.IS BEING MADE.

E:iPMELE: 11(1,2,3,1 PEPUESTS A TRANSFER OF BLOCK IIP FP Or:
SCHOOL 3 TO SCHOOL 1 WITHIN TYPE 2.

P.09(11, 3, 3, 1

EP POP: }1LOC =C NOT PRESENTLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE
I,N3DICA7FD SCHOOL.

ANY MORE TRANSFERS? YES OR NO.
YES

INPUT TRANSFEP DATA AS BEFORE.

2C901,3,2,3

ANY MORE TRANSFERS? YES OR NO.
YES

INPUT TRANSFER DATA AS BEFORE.

2(:)902,3,2,3

ANY MOPE TRANSFERS? YES OR NO.
NO



TYPE IN PN OPTION mumnEY,.

in YOU I '10 DO T;LOCK ';IjMY OF nui, SCHOOLS OF TYPE 3,
OY; ON:L': OF WW, SCH00.1.,? TYPE 99 FO ALL SCHOOLS
1.); '1.Y.H:f 1., 2, ETC. TO I DINT' FY THE

HCg001, WITHIN THIS TYPE.
9c)

21624 21623 2215N 22190 21617 21616 21615
21(14 21613 21612 21532 21531 22110, 22162 22170
22231 22222 22213 22212 22161 21540 21520

SCHOOL X
13L0n5: 21113 21130 21120 21611 21006 21007 21(1(49
21622 21625 22211 22221 21621 21560 21550 21512 2.15112111E 21114 21112 21111 21005 .21004 21003 21002 21(101
2 1190/4 20903 20802 20801

SCHOOL: SCHOOL Y
LOM<S: . 20902 20901 22130 22140 22120 22000 219322131 21820 21810 21700 21443 21442 21441 21430 21420

2141P. 21302 21301 21202 21201



IN r OITION NUMPFI:.

r.lry FO Ali TMDIUIT:UAL SCHOOL. OP FOP
OF p. GIVEN Ty;,E. TY'071, IN 1 FO F.

OF PN I\TIVIDUAL SCHOOL, P FOF A OPOUP SUMT/WY.

.:CHOOL TYP--1,P, OP 3.

TF A ,.":0FC'llON FACTO IS rE.,.4.IF5I)

--TO t PLL ENY-OLLVENTS--
:YPE 7.7 t, o: EXAMPLE, 1.C14

IF NO COECTION IS PECUITFL, TYPE 1.0
1.v

FNIWLLMFNT PY YEAPS: (AGES 14 TO 17; CORRECTION FACTO? 1.(1000)

SCHOOL 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77

SCHOOL
SCHOOL V
SCHOOL Y

1435
1470
1773

1438
1490
1794

1423
1456
1770

1365
1446
1909

1379
1438
1838

1.367

1441
18 19

AMY MORE ENKOLLMENT SUMMARIES? YES OR NO.

NO

TYPE IN AN OPTION NUMBER.
7

hNTEi THr, AGES, GIVING LOW AND HIGH FOR TYPE 1

SCHOOLS FIRST, THEN FOP TYPE 2, AND FINALLY FOR TYPE 3.
FOP EXAMPLE: 5,10,11,14,15,17
6,11,12,14,15,17

THE CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE.



Tyl; OF.TION PER.

MAY :q;: FOR AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL o: FOR
1 :j:'!001 OF A GIVEN TYPE. TYPE IN 1 FOP

OF AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL, 2 FOR P GROUP SUMMAPy.

i C3,-;00L TYPE--1,2, OY 3.

I I 4(.):Y:CilONI FACTO IS LESIED ,

--'.0 :117 ALL ENIIOLLNENTS--
Y:':2J.: 1Y 1";:; FTi, 1..,:prpLE, 1.01 01 0.955.

NO COECTION IS REOUIRED, TYPE 1.0
1.0

!AIWLLMEN'i

SM-i001.,

SCOOL ',.i
C'.4.00L Y

SCHOOL Y

PY YEARS:

71-72

1103
1092
1321

(AGYS 15

72-73

1090
1120
1331

TO 17;

73-74

1086
1129
1330

COPECTION

74-75

1027
1095
1355

FACTOR

75-76

1033
1058
1357

1.nc!(:CrI)

76-77

1021

=

,

,

1

1

i

1

.;

,1

1

i

)'4

ANY MORE ENROLLMENT SUMMARIES? YES OR N.

NO

TYPE IN AN OPTION NUMBER.
6

THE CONTROL MATRIX IS AVAILABLE ON FILE MATRI.DAT.

TYPE IN PN OPTIONUMBEri.
11

THE FILE SUMUP.DAT HAS BEEN WRITTEN.

1


